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Introduction
Mystery surrounds the wild horses that roam free on barrier islands of the Atlantic
coast. Some believe that their ancestors swam to shore from wrecked Spanish galleons.
Others say that they descend from stock kept by early English-speaking settlers. Despite a
harsh environment and pressures exerted by encroaching humanity, these horses have
clung to their scattered ranges for hundreds of years—longer than mustangs have roamed
the American West—but little else about them is certain except their ability to polarize
strong emotion for and against them.
Members of the horse family left their hoof prints across North America for 55 million
years, many times longer than human beings have lived on earth. After a brief absence, less
than 10,000 years, horses returned to their ancestral homeland with Spanish explorers and
helped power the European conquest of the Western Hemisphere. When horses escaped
captivity, they reoccupied their ecological niche as neatly as if they had never left it,
surviving not only in grasslands, but also in deserts, forests, and swamps and on
mountaintops.
Although we no longer depend much on domestic horses for labor, we still value them
as athletes, workers, and companions. But almost everywhere horses run wild in America,
they create controversy. We cannot seem to agree on how or whether free-roaming
mustangs are important to us. We cannot hunt them, eat them, ride them, or in many cases
get close enough to watch them. Mustangs live private lives that are largely unseen and
undocumented. Some people argue that because we cannot make use of free-roaming
mustangs, they have no value. Others—some of them scientists—accept them as native
wildlife with an important history and a clear role within the habitat that they have
reclaimed for themselves.
While most Western mustangs are shy and live in nearly inaccessible ranges, the horses
of the east coast barrier islands are habituated to human visitors and offer opportunities for
observing horse behaviour in the wild. Additionally, these islands lie within a day’s drive
of most of the East Coast population. Families planning to visit the wild horses in their
natural habitats can also enjoy a variety of activities and attractions nearby. Each feature
page of this Web site includes a synopsis of a herd with links to local restaurants,
activities, lodging, and organizations that fight to preserve these historic horses.
Controversy surrounds wild horses wherever they roam free. Wild horse advocates deal
with detractors at every turn, with sentiments that run the gamut from uncompromising
animosity to indifference to sentimental attachment. Wild horses should be valued not only
as intelligent fellow creatures whose fate depends on us, but also as tenacious survivors
who excite and inspire our domesticated souls. When we watch them grazing peacefully in
a marsh or galloping along an unspoiled beach, the forgotten spirit of our own wildness
wells up in our hearts. While they endure, there is hope for us. As long as they remain free,
so do we.

Chapter 1

Assateague Island National Seashore, Maryland
The wild horses of Assateague Island National Seashore are bold. Too bold. They
brazenly wander into the campsites in search of good grazing and any tidbits that they can
beg from obliging humans. They walk under clotheslines and step on beach towels. They
sniff and sometimes sample food cooking inches from open fires, and excavate scraps from
the cooling coals. Itchy foals view most human contraptions as potential scratching posts,
from barbecue grills to truck bumpers. They tear large holes in screen houses and walk on
in, even if there is nothing inside. Campers shoo them away with the loud clanging of a
spoon against a pot. It does not frighten them, but signals the animals that they are not
welcome and should take their activities elsewhere.
Many visitors cannot understand that these friendly, curious animals pose any threat to
them. Although the ponies are largely unafraid of people, they are not tamed or trained.
Bites and kicks are commonplace. Often, the perpetrator was a horse who was standing
docilely moments before the scene turned ugly. Signs and pamphlets warning of danger do
not stop naive visitors from seeking close contact with them. Some feed the horses from
their cars and, in effect, train them to stand in the road waiting for handouts. Horses are
killed by drivers who did not expect to see them on the pavement. Additionally, rangers
impose fines of $175 per incident upon visitors caught feeding, petting, or approaching
within 10 feet of horses or other wildlife.
Some believe that the original Assateague horses swam to shore from the wreck of a
Spanish galleon, but there is no clear evidence to support this theory. Most likely, freerange horses were deliberately introduced by the colonists in the late 1600s, a time when
colonists routinely used barrier islands along much of the Atlantic Seaboard as a grazing
commons for livestock.
In 1968, the National Park Service took possession of Assateague, acquiring the
holdings of landowner Paul Bradley and the 21 ponies that grazed it. These foundation
animals—nine stallions and 12 mares—became the nucleus of the Maryland resident herd.
All the horses on the Maryland end of the island descend from this population, and no
outside horses have been introduced since the National Park Service took over its
management.
Every organization that manages wild horses must decide how much human
intervention is appropriate. Management options run the gamut from keeping hands off, as
with the herd at Cumberland Island NS, to providing food, shelter, reproduction assistance,
and health care, as with the herd on Ocracoke, North Carolina. With the most intensive
management, they are indistinguishable from domestic horses, trading off freedom for
better health and security. Managing a herd with minimal intervention allows greater
freedom, but greater exposure to disease, parasites, weather extremes, and inbreeding.
The National Park Service has targeted a herd size of 80–100 animals for Assateague. It
manages the horses of the Maryland portion of Assateague as wildlife. Horses have no
predators and roam the park as protected and brazen and self-important as the sacred cows
in New Delhi. Aside from contraceptive vaccines to limit herd growth, the horses north of

the fence live their lives bereft veterinary attention or other human caretaking. Because it
manages the horses as wildlife, the Park Service summons a veterinarian only if human
activities have caused injury. From the time Assateague first became a national seashore,
the horses have been free to live as wild horses, exhibiting natural behavior and subject to
natural processes. Ponies can be seen with lacerations, hoof overgrowth, or other injuries
or signs of illness. Age takes its toll; elderly horses may develop prominent ribs, sharp
spines, and rough coats.
When their numbers increase beyond the targeted population range, environmental
damage can occur, and horses may consume or destroy resources needed by other species,
some of them endangered. In 1993 the Park Service began to use porcine zona pellucida
(PZP) immuncontraceptive vaccines to decrease the birth rate for Assateague horses. Each
mare was allowed to deliver one foal, then was vaccinated against pregnancy for the rest of
her life. Unburdened of the demands of repeated pregnancy and lactation, contracepted
mares live an average of 9 years longer than mares allowed to reproduce at will. The birth
control vaccines have allowed some of the free-roaming horses of Assateague to live
beyond the age of 30 —for the first time in history!
Currently, the Assateague herd is genetically healthy, and the Park Service maintains
records of their lineage. In the future, horses may be added to the Maryland herd if the
gene pool shrinks or if disease or disaster devastates the population. These additions would
be chosen from other East Coast barrier island populations. The horses from these herds
are genetically similar to the Assateague horses, yet different enough to revitalize the gene
pool. They are also well adapted to life on a barrier island, and so are likely to survive in
the new environment.
Until the early 1900s, Assateague was part of a long peninsula passing through
Maryland into Delaware. The Great Hurricane of 1933 opened Ocean City Inlet, and
thereafter Assateague has been an island. Littoral currents, produced by waves that hit the
beach at an angle, have since attempted to fill it with sand, but dredging and painstakingly
maintained jetties maintain the waterway.
In the 1930s, Assateague was surveyed as a potential site for a national seashore, but the
plan never coalesced. In the 1950s, Leon Ackerman and a group of investors bought and
surveyed 15 miles of Assateague oceanfront property north of the Virginia line and laid out
more than 2,000 residential and commercial lots. Builders erected more than 200
structures, and paved a road, Baltimore Boulevard, to the Virginia state line. They dug
deep channels for marinas and for mosquito control. When revenue was insufficient to
fund a bridge to the mainland, the developers strategically donated a sizable tract of land to
the state of Maryland to create Assateague State Park, and the state funded the Verrazano
bridge. Assateague was on its way to becoming another bustling resort city—until the Ash
Wednesday storm of 1962.
This powerful nor'easter destroyed almost every home on the island. Sheets of seawater
literally picked up houses and dumped them in the marsh. Two new inlets cut across the
island. Baltimore Blvd. was ripped apart. (Large broken chunks of roadway remain along
the "Life of the Dunes" nature trail in the seashore.)

After this reality check, developers and home owners alike wondered if perhaps the
barrier island was too unstable to support a resort community. Ideas to turn the whole
island into a national seashore revived, and the seashore took shape in 1965.
Assateague Island National Seashore presents a unique opportunity to observe the
activities of horses in the wild. The visitor center has excellent programs, exhibits, and
educational materials available to familiarize visitors with the complex social behavior of
these fascinating animals.
Assateague is popular park in the summer, lying within a half-day's drive of one fifth of
the United States population. Most visitors stay in the developed area, and it is still easy to
find empty beach and seclusion if one is willing to hike a short distance. Great beauty is
everywhere in all seasons, and the solitude provides opportunities for introspection,
renewal, and reconnection with nature.

Wild horses have a complex social structure. They typically live in bands. Harem bands
consist of one dominant stallion, a group of mares and their foals, and perhaps a
subordinate stallion. Bachelor males also form social groups, which fulfill the need for
companionship while allowing them to hone their fighting skills through mock battles.

At Assateague Island National Seashore in Maryland, the camping loops are often the
best places to watch horses interact.

Horses stand accused of weakening the dunes by walking and grazing on them. The
dunes in question, however, are artificial, bulldozed into place and maintained by adding
sand from offshore, and they shift the island away from its natural flatter contour. It can be
argued that horse damage helps the island to return more quickly to its natural state.

Assateague horses often nap on the sand in late morning. Horses can sleep standing up,
but must lie down to relax into REM sleep. REM sleep, which corresponds to dreaming in
humans, is necessary for wellbeing. Horses deprived of REM sleep can suddenly collapse
in episodes of narcolepsy.

The thick manes and tails of the Assateague horses offer some protection against biting
insects.

When biting flies are fierce, horses often choose to nap on the beach amid human
beachgoers. This mare rested comfortably until the tide came in and ultimately displaced
her. In the evening, they returned to the marsh to graze.

During the deepest stages of sleep, horses often stretch out flat on their sides. Some even
snore.

Foals, like infants, sleep much more than adults. This foal was born in early March. Nature
prepared her for the blustery cold of early spring by encasing her in a thick fuzzy coat that
provides excellent insulation.

Foals born in the warmer season have sleeker coats. This foal was born in July and
entered the world with a short, silky coat to better shed excessive heat.

Stallions are usually very gentle and attentive to the foals in their bands. Foals are often
forgiven infractions that would earn swift punishment for an older horse.

Wet, wintry mixes are common in the cold season, but deep snowfall is not. Well
protected by shaggy winter coats, these horses remain in good flesh grazing on marsh
grasses and various species of brush and twigs. They can also eat greenbrier and poison
ivy with no ill effects.

A two year old stallion pauses on the rim of a dune at Assateague Island National
Seashore. While the park is heavily used by people in summer, from October to April it is
relatively empty.

Whereas domestic horses are usually weaned by 4–6 months of age, this juvenile was still
nursing his dam. It is common for wild horses to nurse for 1–3 years. Often the older foal
is weaned when a younger sibling arrives—but not always. On Assateague, I once saw
the mother of a suckling foal abandon good grazing to nurse from her own dam.

Assateague horses seldom miss the opportunity to ransack an unattended picnic basket.
Park rangers will confiscate any food left out by careless campers.

It is unlawful to approach, harass, or entice the horses of Assateague. Many visitors,
however, disregard the warning, unknowingly putting themselves or their children in
danger. There are many reports of bites, kicks, and tramplings every year, which often
occur when docile-seeming horses suddenly strike out or charge.

Drivers who feed horses from cars essentially train them to stand in the road and beg for
treats. Horses that stand in the road are often struck by cars; there are fatalities every
year.

A screen tent is not a barrier to a hungry pony. Any enterprising horse can simply tear the
material and walk inside.

On hot days, the horses seek the cool ocean breeze at the water’s edge.

Horses engage in mutual grooming sessions to scratch itchy spots and to strengthen the
bonds of friendship.

Chapter 2

Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge and
Assateague Island, Virginia
Chincoteague, a small island community on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, historically
made its living from the sea. It has long been world-famous for its oysters. In 1947,
Marguerite Henry's book Misty of Chincoteague brought the tradition of island pony
penning to the attention of children all over the world. Today the promise of both tasty
seafood and a glimpse of wild ponies brings thousands of annual visitors to this unique
little island.
Although there are festivals and activities in Chincoteague year-‘round, the biggest
tourist draw is the ponies, which live across the channel in the Chincoteague National
Wildlife Refuge on Assateague Island. Every year public interest climaxes in a Pony
Penning, the culmination of the month-long Firemen’s Carnival. The event is well attended
by spectators and covered by news media around the globe.
Every July, Saltwater Cowboys—volunteers from the Chincoteague Fire Company and
the local community ride to Assateague on their own horses, gather more than 200 freeroaming ponies on the refuge, and secure them in holding pens
On the last Wednesday of the month, they herd the ponies to the water’s edge and wait
for slack tide, the time of the least current. The Coast Guard fires a red starburst rocket into
the air to signal the start. As thousands watch, the Cowboys press the ponies into the
channel for the seven-minute swim to Chincoteague. The ponies emerge from the waters
into a lush green meadow, rest before a contingent of admiring onlookers, and then parade
up Main Street to the carnival grounds. The following day, young foals are removed from
the herd and sold to begin new lives as domestic horses. Each year certain foals, usually
fillies, are designated buy-backs. These foals are sold at auction to charitable individuals
who donate them back to the fire company for re-release on Assateague as breeding stock.
Until the 1920s, Chincoteague was a fishing village accessible only by boat, with
schools, a post office, and many homes, mostly made of wood. The streets were narrow,
and the houses were built close together. When a building was destroyed by fire early in
the 1900's, people realized that they needed to purchase fire fighting equipment and train a
team how to use it. They bought a hand pump engine, and later a gasoline engine. But
when a serious fire struck fifteen years later, the neglected equipment malfunctioned.
Twelve homes and businesses were lost. Four years later, another fire took most of the
buildings on the west side of the island. Chincoteague residents vowed that this
preventable tragedy would never recur. In May, 1924, the Chincoteague Volunteer Fire
Company was born. To raise money for fire equipment, the annual Firemen’s carnival was
organized, which included the roundup and auction of the Assateague ponies. Revenue
from annual carnivals and auctions allowed the fire company to keep pace with the
requirements of a growing population.
The development of wetlands and the black market for waterfowl and their feathers was
pushing many native species to the brink of extinction. The Chincoteague National
Wildlife Refuge was established in 1943 as a breeding and wintering area for migratory

and resident waterfowl on the Virginia part of Assateague. The refuge protected about
9,000 acres of coastal wetlands and wildlife. The land in question, however had been freerange grazing land for hundreds of years, and locals petitioned the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to continue this generations-old practice.
Rachel Carson, world-renowned marine biologist, environmentalist, and editor-in-chief
for the Fish and Wildlife Service, wrote in 1947 that when the refuge was created, the
agency permitted residents of Chincoteague to graze 300 head of horses and cattle on the
refuge. (This is twice as many animals as permitted today.) She noted no adverse effect on
waterfowl: “The presence of these grazing animals is not detrimental to the waterfowl for
which the refuge was established.”
Later, the Fish and Wildlife Service removed the cattle and opposed the ponies as a
nuisance that trampled vegetation and competed with the birds for forage. They erected
fences to restrict their range to only 5 percent of the refuge. Almost all of this land was salt
marsh, which provided abundant food, but no way to escape the torment of insects, and no
high ground to climb in storms. When the Ash Wednesday Storm of 1962 flooded the
Assateague lowlands, 22 ponies in the refuge drowned (as well as about 100 on
Chincoteague). In 1965, the fences were reconfigured to give the ponies access to high
ground and to let them range more freely.
In 1947, Marguerite Henry published the best-selling book Misty of Chincoteague,
which became a successful movie in 1961. This fictionalized account of the Assateague
ponies and the adventures of two Chincoteague children remains popular today and
contributes to tourist traffic on Chincoteague.
Misty was a real pony born on the Beebe ranch—not on Assateague, as in the book.
Henry fell in love with the week-old Misty while visiting Chincoteague, and bought her.
Paul and Maureen Beebe, who inspired the characters by the same name in the book,
halter-broke and gentled the pony during her stay on their ranch. When Misty was weaned,
Henry had her shipped out to her home in Illinois to provide inspiration while she wrote
her famous story. While the story line of Misty is not factual, the setting is true to life, and
Henry presents a fairly accurate portrayal of pony penning around the 1940s.
Legends tell of Spanish shipwrecks that brought the ponies to Assateague Island.
Scientists and historians, however, tend to believe that they descend from livestock, owned
by local settlers, that grazed Assateague as early as the late 1600s.
Over the years, the Chincoteague Volunteer Fire Company has increased the genetic
diversity of the herd by purchasing ponies that were true to the original bloodlines from
local owners and by introducing outside horses. Historic accounts indicate that until the
early 20th century, Assateague ponies were mostly chestnut, bay, brown, or black and
showed conformation very similar to the North Carolina barrier island herds. Rugged
Shetland ponies were introduced to the herd in the 1920s to give the ponies flashy pinto
coloring. Bob Evans, an Ohio restaurateur, donated two buckskin Spanish Barb stallions.
In 1939, the fire company brought in twenty mustangs from the West, and in 1978 added
forty more. The addition of the forty mustangs in 1978 was in response to an outbreak of
Equine Infectious Anemia that had reduced the herd substantially. In 1975, half the herd
tested positive, and affected individuals were destroyed three years later to halt the spread
of the disease. Mustangs were brought in from the West to revitalize the gene pool and

rebuild the population. But as hardy as these mustangs were, many could not adapt to
barrier island life and died within the first year.
The fire company gathers the ponies three times a year for vaccinations, worming,
veterinary inspection, and farrier attention. The fire company provides watering troughs
and supplies hay to help the ponies though a difficult winter. If a horse is injured, the
firefighters bring the horse in off the range and doctor its injuries. The animals breed at
will, but foals are sold at auction each July, the proceeds benefitting the fire company.
Assateague Island is fortunate to have escaped the clutches of civilization, although
man has left his mark in many places. The Wildlife Refuge is easily accessible to visitors.
Many come to see wild ponies, but birdwatching is also popular, especially during spring
and fall migrations. Massive flocks of snow geese make their dramatic entrance in
November. The lighthouse is open for climbing, and there are excellent hiking and biking
trails. The ponies are numerous, not at all shy of visitors, and easily viewed from an
observation platform or fences along the roadside. Barbed wire keeps them off the
pavement and away from people. Separation is safer for both ponies and visitors, but can
make it difficult to view them at close range. When they are on the refuge, good
photographs usually require a telephoto lens. The Chincoteague Natural History
Association offers educational bus tours, led by knowledgeable guides, to parts of the
refuge that are otherwise only open to pedestrians. You will almost always see ponies,
often at close range, as well as waterfowl and other wildlife. Additionally, numerous boat
tours take visitors to Assateague and afford close-up views of ponies and other wildlife.
While Chincoteague watermen still ply their trades in the nearby ocean and estuaries,
this seven-mile-long island is covered with tourist-driven businesses and remains lively
with visitors though most of the year. Whether you are visiting to relax on the beach or
enjoy the little shops, Chincoteague is a world apart.

Chincoteague ponies graze on the salt marshes of Chincoteague National Wildlife
Refuge, on Assateague Island, Virginia. The Fish and Wildlife Service says that the
grazing of the 150 adult ponies and their foals damages the marshlands that have been
set aside for the use of other wildlife. Certainly, if these marshes were not grazed, the
grass would be taller and more gulls would nest in these wetlands. Grazed marshes,
however, support larger numbers of small invertebrates such as crabs and snails, which
provide food for foraging birds. Marshes grazed by horses have fewer birds, but greater
diversity of species.

Chincoteague Island is famous for its annual roundup, swim, and auction of Chincoteague
Ponies. Each July, the Chincoteague Volunteer Fire Company gathers the herd and
swims them across a narrow channel to Chincoteague. Swimming comes naturally to
these ponies. In fact, it is common for them to swim to Chincoteague of their own accord
and on their own timetable.

The Joining of the Herds is another landmark event during Pony Penning Week each July.
The Saltwater Cowboys gather the ponies from the North Range of the refuge and herd

them down the beach to where the South Herd is corralled. There they wait for the
climactic swim to Chincoteague Island.

The Joining of the Herds is a well-attended event. Hundreds of people line up along the
beach at dawn to watch the ponies arrive, kicking up sand and surf as they proceed down
the beach.

1Salt Water cowboys laugh and joke among themselves as they chaperone the north herd
of Chincoteague ponies to the corrals.

A pinto stallion surveys the competition on the other side of the fence. The corrals bring
many stallions together in close contact, and they must posture and fight to maintain stats
and retain their mares.

Young foals get acquainted in the Assateague corral. Like children, foals make new
friends easily, and engage in games and races with other youngsters.

Adult stallions often harass adolescent colts. Confined in the coral with no real escape,
this knot of youngsters clustered in a corner, fearfully anticipating the return of an
aggressive stallion that had spent the morning terrorizing them. Eventually, the cowboys
separated the youngsters to avoid further conflict.

The ponies seem to enjoy the short swim to Assateague. The annual event is televised
worldwide. The best view is from a chartered boat, but thousands of onlookers watch from
the shore as the ponies cross the water.

After the swim, the ponies rest and graze in, separated from the crowd by a flimsy barrier.
Mares and foals call to each other with excitement, and stallions square off, prepared to
battle.

The first foal to emerge on Chincoteague is designated “King or Queen Neptune” and is
raffled at the fairgrounds.

A stallion calls to his family as the Saltwater Cowboys gather the ponies for the annual
parade down Main street.

One hundred fifty adult ponies and their foals rush for the Fairgrounds in a cohesive mass.

The Saltwater Cowboys surround the ponies and guide them to the fairgrounds, to the
delight of onlookers.

All of the foals are sold at auction to the highest bidders. Some will return to Assateague,
but most will leave the island to find new lives as domestic horses.

Abruptly separated, mares and foals whinny frantically to each other. Whereas wild horses
typically nurse their offspring for 1-2years, Chincoteague foals are usually separated from
their mothers after only 2-4 months. The foals, weaned onto the nutritionally balanced diet
of a domestic horse, typically thrive and might grow taller than their brethren on the island.
The mares also benefit; most are pregnant with next years foal, and are more likely to
carry to term if not burdened by lactation.

On the day after the auction, the saltwater Cowboys herd the ponies to the water’s edge
for the return swim to Assateague.

Ponies emerge from the water like mythical sea creatures.

The ponies need no guidance to return to Assateague. They know the way, and are eager
to return.

Historically, the horses of Assateague were mostly solid colored- chestnut, bay, and black.
Shetland ponies were added to the herd in the 1920’s to encourage pinto markings. Over
the years, Arabians, mustangs, and other breeds have been outcrossed into the herd to
improve conformation and to deepen the gene pool.

Tens of thousands of people visit Chincoteague during Pony Penning week – yet it is still
easy to get a good look at the ponies. These kayakers had the unforgettable experience
of watching the swim-back at eye-level with the ponies, and following the herd back to
Assateague.

Overjoyed to return to their homeland, the south herd gallops along the waters edge.

Chincoteague ponies are well insulated against the cold, stormy winters.

The Chincoteague Volunteer Fire Company gathers the ponies three times yearly to
provide basic veterinary care, deworm them, and administer vaccinations. At the time of
the April roundup, mares are just beginning to deliver that seasons foals.

Cattle egrets feast on the invertebrates churned up by the feet of grazing ponies, and use
the ponies for perches and roosts. The ponies do not seem to mind.

2Salt marsh cordgrass is the preferred food of barrier island horses. Each band has a
preferred home range and over the course of the day migrates to different locations within
the range- to the marshes and grasslands for grazing, to the beach to escape insects, and
to the maritime forest for shade.

Chapter 3

Currituck Banks, North Carolina
Free-roaming horses have inhabited the North Carolina Outer Banks for centuries. At
one time, they numbered in the thousands, ranging over the 175-mile (282-km) span of
islands from Shackleford Banks north into Virginia. As recently as 1926, an article in
National Geographic stated that there were between 5,000 and 6,000 horses roaming the
Outer Banks. They grazed in the marshes, drifting out to the beach in the hot summer
months to escape biting insects and catch the sea breeze. Like the human residents of the
Outer Banks, these horses were rugged, tenacious, and independent.
On Currituck Banks, the northernmost reach of the Outer Banks, a herd of wild horses
has been in residence for centuries. These horses are strikingly Spanish in appearance—
short-backed, deep-chested, and wide between the eyes, in shades of black, brown, bay,
sorrel, or chestnut. They are strikingly beautiful, and even the hard-hearted cannot help
admiring them as they travel along the water’s edge.
Unless we change the laws that govern their management, this herd will become
progressively more inbred until it becomes extinct.
There is no question that these horses carry the blood of the ancient Spanish Jennets
brought to the New World by conquistadors, but just how those bloodlines reached the
Banker Horses is a topic of hot dispute. Some think Spanish explorers left horses
deliberately on barrier islands in the sixteenth century. Others quote legends in which the
original progenitors swam ashore from ancient shipwrecks. Most likely, they are the
descendants of Spanish-blooded colonial livestock that English settlers placed on the
barrier islands to graze.
Early settlers migrated down from the Chesapeake area before 1700 in search of land on
which to graze livestock—ideally, that which was unsuitable for any other purpose. The
earliest colonial farm animals included Spanish stock bought (or, according to some
accounts, stolen) in the West Indies, probably from some of the same ranches that supplied
horses to the conquistadors. Marshy lowlands provided good forage and required little
investment. Livestock could be contained on a peninsula with only a fence at some narrow
spot or on a barrier island with no fence at all. Before long, islands and necks all along the
East Coast supported free-range livestock, including Boston Neck; Staten Island, New
York; Point Judith, Rhode Island; and many parts of Long Island. The first Georgia
colonists likewise turned livestock loose in nearby river swamps and "feeding marshes" as
well as on barrier islands. In a ritual hundreds of years old, stockmen held roundups once
or twice a year to establish ownership of new calves and foals and to remove animals for
use on the mainland. The rest of the year, the animals roamed free, unattended. In 1935,
the North Carolina General Assembly passed legislation requiring livestock owners on
barrier islands from the Virginia line to Hatteras Inlet to contain their animals within
fences. Many of these stockmen did not own large tracts of land and had allowed their
animals to graze in marshland owned by neighbors or absentees. In the depths of the Great
Depression, stockmen who might have maintained livestock profitably on their own
property were reluctant or unable to invest in fencing, dipping vats, and other things

required by law. Suddenly families comprising generations of herders were forced to find
another livelihood. Within a few years, the number of substantial livestock operations on
the Outer Banks shrank from about 50 to seven or eight.
The few horses that evaded capture or slaughter retreated to the most remote reaches of
the northern Banks, near Corolla, where they peacefully coexisted with the residents. The
village of Corolla was originally called Whales Head, then renamed Currituck Beach.
When the post office opened around the turn of 20th century, the little town was named
Corolla. Until 1973, the only land access was by 15 mi (24 km) of rutty, unpaved state
road from the south or by beach from the north.
Developers paved a road north to the village, but restricted access until 1984. When the
state took over responsibility for maintaining the road, the outside world descended on the
little village. Before 1986, there were only 35 full-time residents. A decade later that
number had more than tripled, but the bulk of the population influx came from thousands
of people eager to rent seasonal beach homes or just visit for the day.
The dark horses that often crossed the road at night knew nothing about the impatient
drivers that flew down the new roadways. By 1989, 17 horses had been killed in road
accidents—six of them in a single incident. Corolla residents and visitors united to create
the Corolla Wild Horse Fund. Their mission was to guard the Corolla horses against the
human invasion and attempt to preserve their wildness.
The horses needed government protection, but because most government agencies
consider them non-native wildlife, they were ineligible. Hunt clubs complained that they
ate the food planted for the waterfowl and asked the North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission to remove the herd; but the agency refused because horses were not
considered native wildlife and were therefore not its concern. Currituck County looked to
the state for help. The state bounced the responsibility back to the county.
As Corolla residents wrestled with red tape, horses were dying on the highway. The
Corolla Wild Horse Fund outfitted the horses with reflective collars to make them more
visible to motorists, sprayed their bodies with glow-in-the-dark paint, and posted signs
along Highway 12 warning motorists to slow down because of “horses on road at any
time.” These tactics helped to reduce, but not eliminate fatalities. Some signs were even
stolen by vacationers for souvenirs.
The horses were not afraid of people, so visitors assumed that they were tame. They fed
them junk food, patted then, and even placed children on the backs of these untrained 700pound (300-kg) animals. People were injured by contact with horses, horses were injured
by contact with people.
Eventually, the horses were recognized as a cultural resource worthy of protection. In
1997, Currituck County officials assembled members of the Wild Horse Fund, the
Currituck National Wildlife Refuge, and the North Carolina National Estuarine Research
Reserve to work out a management plan,. Which has since been updated. The 13-point
plan allowed only 60 wild horses can remain on Currituck Banks, an arbitrary, unscientific
number. “That is not a viable number, particularly for a population that has already had a
great erosion of genetic variability,” said Dr. E. Gus Cothran, equine geneticist.
Moreover, a small herd is easily destroyed by disease, drought, fire, flood, or hurricane.
This risk is very real. On Cumberland Island National Seashore, a 1990 outbreak of

mosquito-borne eastern equine encephalitis killed 40 horses. In the Assateague herd,
Kirkpatrick writes that during the summers of 1989 and 1990, nearly 40 of the Maryland
Assateague Ponies died of EEE, and 12 drowned in a single storm.
The Corolla Wild Horse Fund built a fence with donated money, land, materials, and
labor, hoping to encourage the horses to stay within the largely uninhabited, unpaved area
of northern Currituck Banks. The horses were unimpressed and simply walked around the
ends of the fence to resume grazing on the green lawns of Corolla. In 1995 an improved
sea-to-sound barrier was completed, this one reaching well out into the water to keep the
horses north of town. It took two days to herd the horses north of the fence, where they
joined other bands that ranged as far north as Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge. The
Corolla Wild Horse Fund built a second sea-to-sound fence 11 mi (18 km) north of the
Corolla barrier along the southern border of False Cape State Park at the Virginia line.
Horses sometimes find their way through, around, or over this fence to range into the Back
Bay NWR and even into the Sandbridge neighborhood of Virginia Beach.
The fence keeps the horses out of the paved and thickly settled village of Corolla, but
the same problems continue. Horses are still being hit by vehicles and left to die slowly,
only now the horses are in danger from 4x4s and ATVs on the beach. Three horses were
struck by vehicles in 2009. In her first four years as director of the Corolla Wild Horse
Fund, Karen McCalpin experienced the deaths of 19 horses, most of them accidental and
caused by humans. Unintentional killings are heart-breaking enough, but,
incomprehensibly, there have also been premeditated shootings. Between 2001 and 2007,
seven horses were gunned down in cold blood and left to decompose. The shooters are still
at large despite a $12,550 reward for information leading to their arrest.
Horse breeds are always changing, and there is always a balance to be struck between
keeping bloodlines pure and losing genetic diversity. Too much diversity, and uniqueness
of the population is lost; too little, and the population will collapse.
In the early 1990s the Currituck herd had fewer than 20 individuals. As a result, genes
were irretrievably lost. In 2009, there were only about 100 breeding mares in the Currituck
and Shackleford herds combined. In the absence of proper management, this rare breed
will become extinct.
Upon taking the CWHF Executive Director position in, Karen McCalpin recognized
that if the herd was managed at 60 animals, there would eventually be a complete genetic
collapse similar to that experienced by the Ocracoke herd. Dr. E. Gus Cothran evaluated
the genetic makeup of the Corolla herd in 2007 and found that its genetic diversity is
among the lowest that has ever been found in a horse breed.
At the 2008 Currituck Outer Banks Wild Horse Advisory Board meeting, McCalpin
requested that the number of horses in the herd be increased to the 110 individuals
recommended by Dr. Cothran. When the Fish and Wildlife Service and Currituck
NCNERR were presented with the evidence, the agencies denied the request on the
grounds that the horses were detrimental to the environment. McCalpin found no scientific
justification for their denial. Research has demonstrated that while horses do damage
plants and compete with other wildlife, this damage is temporary.
On June 8, 2010, H.R. 5482, U.S. Representative Walter B. Jones (NC 3) introduced the
Corolla Wild Horses Protection Act in the 111th session of Congress. It required the

secretary of the Interior to establish a partnership with the Corolla Wild Horse Fund
similar that between the Park Service and the Foundation for Shackleford Horses. This bill
allowed for a herd of not less than 110 horses in and around the Currituck NWR with a
target population of 120–130 horses. Occasional introductions of horses from Shackleford
Banks would expand the gene pool. Jones introduced a new bill with the same title to the
112th Congress on January 18, 2011. It was approved by the House Natural Resources
Committee on Oct 5, 2011, then died. Jones reintroduced the bill January 3, 2013, as H.R.
126. It failed to pass the Senate that session. In June of 2013, it passed the House vote
again (unanimously), and it now needs to pass the U.S. Senate to become law. H.R. 126 is
critical to the long-term survival of the Corolla wild horses, and it requires no additional
funding from the federal government.
The Fish and Wildlife Service opposes this bill, as do The Wildlife Society, the
National Wildlife Refuge Association, Defenders of Wildlife, Ducks Unlimited, Public
Lands Foundation, and the North Carolina Wildlife Federation. Detractors maintain that
the purpose of the refuge is to support what they consider wildlife, including waterfowl,
migratory birds, and endangered species.
A highly polarized battle wages between those who want the free-roaming horses
removed as destructive and damaging, and those who want them to remain as desirable and
beneficial. Both sides can cite abundant research to support their viewpoints.
Detrimental or potentially detrimental effects of free-roaming herbivores have been
documented by numerous papers and studies. Conversely, many researchers have
demonstrated the beneficial or potentially beneficial effects of the grazing of large
herbivores on ecosystems, especially wetlands and grasslands. Alleged damage includes
soil loss, compaction, and erosion, trampling of vegetation, reducing abundance of plant
species, birds, and fishes, killing native trees through bark chewing, damage to bog habitat
and water bodies, promoting weed invasion, altering community composition of birds,
decreasing nesting habitat for gulls and terns, fish, crabs, small mammals, reptiles, and
ants, and reducing plant biomass and salt marsh vegetation.
The Currituck herd ranges on about 7,544.25 acres of the north beach, none of it a wild
horse sanctuary. About 70% of their range is privately owned, and the other 30% is public
land specifically set aside for “native” wildlife preservation. The agencies managing the
federal land view feral horses as competitive with indigenous species for habitat. In
December, 2013, the Currituck NWR erected 3 miles of dangerous barbed wire fence,
excluding the horses from their property and putting them, other animals, and people at
risk of horrific injury. Despite public outcry and political pressure, the fence remains.
The development boom continues on Currituck Banks, and a proposed bridge to
connect Corolla directly to the North Carolina mainland will encourage more visitors. The
northern parts of Currituck Banks are becoming more appealing to developers. As of 2010,
there were 3,090 platted lots and more than 1,300 existing homes, including mansions with
more than 20 bedrooms.
The Currituck herd represents one of the rarest strains of Colonial Spanish Horses. For
centuries, they have bred almost entirely to one another, and over time they became a
unique population and one of the oldest surviving American breeds. Conant, Juras, and
Cothran, writing about the Colonial Spanish horses of the southeast, commented that

“these relic populations are worth preserving, both for their genetic as well as their
historical heritage as descendants of the first modern horses in the Americas.” Other strains
of Colonial Spanish horse include the Belsky, the Cerbat, the Choctaw, the Florida
Cracker, the Marsh Tacky, the New Mexico, the Pryor Mountain, the Santa Cruz, the
Sulphur, and the Wilbur-Cruce. All of these breeds are exceptionally rare, both collectively
and individually, with a total global population of less than 2,000.
In 2001, the Corolla Wild Horse Fund incorporated as a stand-alone nonprofit
organization. In 2006, three full-time staff members took the reins of the organization. The
old Corolla schoolhouse was converted to a Wild Horse Museum that offers activities such
as wooden horse painting and discussions. Children can get personal with Corolla horses
when a rescued herd member comes to visit twice a week. A membership program allows
concerned citizens from all over the United States to become a part of the wild horse
preservation efforts.
A Web site that receives more than 1 million hits annually serves as an information hub
at http://www.corollawildhorses.com and includes a lively, poignant blog to keep
enthusiasts up to date with the herd happenings.
The best way to see the Currituck horses is to accompany the herd manager on his
rounds. With the purchase of a Mustang Defender membership at the $250 level, two
people can ride with the manager for about 4 hours, observing and even participating in
census taking, record keeping, and other daily tasks. This trip is educational and
individualized, it offers excellent opportunities for photographs, and every dollar goes to
help the wild horses.
These animals owe their liberty to the advocates who have battled so relentlessly on
their behalf. With continued providence and careful protection, these beautiful animals can
continue to run on the Carolina coast in the centuries ahead, but maintaining a viable herd
will require deliberate conservation efforts. Says Steve Edwards of Mill Swamp Indian
Horses in Smithfield, Virginia, “Extinction lasts forever and the clock is ticking.”

A yearling filly peacefully ambles along the hard-packed sand at the ocean’s edge. Horses
have roamed the barrier islands of the North Carolina coast for hundreds of year.They
once numbered in the thousands.

Manteo, a black Corolla stallion, was removed from the wild by the Corolla Wild Horse
Fund because of serious lameness. Now sound and thriving as a domesticated horse, he
carries children on 50-mile trail rides and struts his brio in parades. He is owned by Steve
Edwards, a Virginia native who preserves the Banker Horse in domesticity though a
unique breeding program.

The wild horses of Currituck do not live on a refuge. Most of the land on which they roam
is privately held, and in danger of development. If measures are not taken to protect their
range or establish a sanctuary the herd is likely to be squeezed out by the press of
humanity.

Most of the time, wild horses peacefully coexist with residents who own or rent cottages
on the beach north of Corolla.

3Corolla wild horses are in danger of genetic collapse. Inbreeding has increased the rate
of genetic defects in the herd, and many foals are born with limb abnormalities and other
issues. The problem could be solved quite easily by introducing a horse or two from
another Banker herd and allowing the population to grow to about 100 individuals.
However, legal restrictions prevent the Corolla Wild Horse Fund from implementing this
plan of action.

An adolescent colt, mimicking the dominating behaviors of the harem stallion, attempted
to herd a high-ranking mare and was rebuffed. Horses learn the rules of the herd from
other horses. A horse poorly socialized in its youth may be doomed to a life of rejection
and loneliness. This is especially true of orphans.

A mare helps her unsteady newborn colt to find her udder. Foals have become
uncommon since the Corolla Wild Horse Fund started using immunocontraceptives to
lower the birth rate. While Corollas are a rare breed, simply allowing their numbers to
increase will not improve the health of the herd. Infusion of compatible outside bloodlines
is necessary to keep the herd genetically diverse and capable of surviving the next 100
years.

4Domesticated Corollas make excellent family horses. Their endurance, dispositions, and
intelligence are legendary, and they are athletic and agile. The CWHF offers trained and
untrained Corollas for adoption, and several breeders raise them in domesticity, crossing
them with other strains of Banker Horse for genetic health.

A barn swallow swoops around a band of horses as they crest a large dune in the face of
a gathering storm. Without concentrated effort and public pressure to save this herd, it will
likely face extinction.

Chapter 4

Cedar Island, North Carolina
Cedar Island is perhaps best known as the town where the state ferry docks after its
journey southwest from Ocracoke. The main road, N.C. Highway 12, stops at the ferry
dock and picks up again in Ocracoke. More than half of the island belongs to the Cedar
Island National Wildlife Refuge.
A series of low islands and marshes privately owned by long-time residents functions as
a wild horse sanctuary. The range lies east of the ferry dock and extends for about 8 miles
in a swath about 2 miles wide. Dr. Phil Sponenberg writes that the original Cedar Island
herd was derived from stock taken from Core Banks, "which were supplemented by a later
addition of Ocracoke horses." For more than a century—and quite possibly much longer—
herds of 100–200 bays, chestnuts, buckskins, and blacks lived wild in these marshes,
sharing the abundant forage with wildlife and cagey feral cattle that charged when
surprised. Residents gathered the horses every 4th of July, and people flocked to the island
to watch the proceedings as stock was sorted, branded, and sold or re-released.
In the 1990s, White Sands Stable offered boarding and trail riding along the beach near
the Cedar Island ferry dock and adjacent to the wild horse range. Equestrians from all over
brought their horses to White Sands for the opportunity to ride on the beach. In 1996, one
of these visiting horses apparently brought equine infectious anemia to the stable, where it
spread rapidly to infect all 11 of the farm's horses. Seven of these horses were quarantined
in Virginia, and the rest were destroyed.
In June 1997 Woody Hancock, who manages the wild herd on Cedar Island, helped
veterinarians from the N.C. Department of Agriculture gather the horses from the marshes
and test them horse for EIA. Of the 15 wild horses, 13 tested positive for EIA and were
euthanized. Only two mares survived.
The wild horses of Cedar Island were a beloved part of local history and culture. Island
residents were determined to save the herd and introduced genetically similar horses from
Shackleford Banks to replace those that had been euthanized. Several residents generously
donated the use of their land as a wild horse range. New foals are named for elderly or
deceased Cedar island residents—Becky, Kassie, Ronald, Ulva, Ina May. Today, Bucky,
the buckskin matriarch, is the sole survivor of the original herd. She has produced a
number of foals, and in 2010, she delivered Gay, a lovely buckskin filly very much like
herself. In 2010, there were 39 horses in the Cedar Island marshes, 6 of them gelded.
With the diligent management of concerned residents, the Cedar Island herd has been
resurrected and will continue to roam free in its historic home.

A stallion known as "Shack" grazes in the marsh off Cedar Island. When the herd was
reduced to only two mares, Shack, along with several mares, was translocated to Cedar
island to resurrect the herd. Today, they thrive.

Like mirror images, two Cedar Island mares graze in the salt marsh. The herd ranges on
private land donated by residents.

Under roiling storm clouds, a band forages in marsh grass nearly tall enough to hide them
from view. Barrier island horses tend to ignore routine thunderstorms, but seek shelter in
maritime forests when faced with hurricanes or nor’easters.

In the natural state, horses often forge friendships that last a lifetime.

Horses can walk soon after birth and can run within hours. Barrier island horses can swim
shortly after birth, and frequently ford streams and cross estuaries to keep up with their
elders.

The stallion is not always the most dominant horse in the band. Often the alpha mare is
the true leader of the group and makes most of the decisions such as when and where to
graze and when to seek water.

Mothering ability varies from mare to mare. Some are devoted, attentive mothers who
quickly respond to their foals’ needs. Others may act indifferent toward their newborns or
even show aggression.

Bucky, a buckskin mare with a sun-bleached mane and tail, was the sole survivor of the
original Cedar Island herd after the rest of the population tested positive for equine
infectious anemia. Having found a mate from Shackleford banks bloodlines, she has
produced several look-alike foals to carry on her lineage and her unique coloration.

Chapter 5

Shackleford Banks, North Carolina
The Outer Banks of North Carolina is a necklace of barrier islands that span 175 miles
from Virginia to Shackleford Banks. The barrier islands average about 1 mile in width, and
the most distant lie about 30 miles from the mainland.
Romantic legends assert that the horses living wild on North Carolina coastal islands
arrived as survivors of shipwrecks. Indeed, innumerable European and colonial ships
carried horses past Cape Lookout's hazardous shoals, and shipwrecks were commonplace.
We do know that people used barrier islands as grazing commons from the mid- to late
1600's, and most ships passing the island carried horses of similar type to those raised on
the mainland. Any shipwrecked horses would probably have come ashore to find comrades
of similar type already present.
Few records exist, and the horses have been there for so long, many generations grew
up believing that they were native to the islands. Edmund Ruffin, an agriculture authority
who visited the area around 1858 and published his observations three years later,
indicated that these horses were at that time a genetically unique, closed population, and
that outside horses had not contributed their genes to the herd in recent history:
The race, of course, was originally derived from a superior kind or breed of stock;
but long acclimation, and subjection for many generations to this peculiar mode of
living, has fixed on the breed the peculiar characteristics of form, size, and qualities,
which distinguish the "banks' ponies." It is thought that the present stock has suffered
deterioration by the long continued breeding without change of blood.
Ruffin went on to say that introducing the blood of other breeds to the herd might
decrease its ability to withstand the harsh environment of the Banks and that mainland
horses "if turned loose here, would scarcely live through either the plague of bloodsucking
insects of the first summer, or the severe privations of the first winter.”
Blood samples analyzed in the late 1980s showed that Shackleford horses were
genetically similar to Ocracoke horses, "from which breeding stock reportedly was
derived"; but contrary to Ruffin, they have other genes in common with draft breeds.
Certain DNA markers are very characteristic of Colonial Spanish bloodlines, and several
horses in the Shackleford Banks herd have the rare Q-ac blood type, which strongly
suggests Colonial Spanish ancestry. The only other breeds known to carry the Q-ac variant
are the Puerto Rican Paso Fino and the Pryor Mountain wild horses of Wyoming and
Montana.
Colonists of predominantly English descent settled the island in the 1760s, and by the
mid-1800s, Shackleford Banks was home to more than 600 people in several communities
who called themselves "Ca'e Bankers" (dialect for "Cape Bankers"). Diamond City, named
after the distinctive diamond pattern of the nearby Cape Lookout Lighthouse, was the
largest town ever established on Shackleford Banks. It was situated on the east end before
Barden Inlet divided the island from Core Banks, and it once had roughly 500 residents.
The year 1893 was particularly bad for storms—at least 5 major tropical storms or
hurricanes swept Shackleford Banks, including one in August that killed 18 people and

another in October that killed 22. In 1896, two major hurricanes brushed Shackleford
Banks, convincing a number of residents to relocate to the mainland. Then on August 17,
1899, the Category 3 San Ciriaco hurricane slammed North Carolina. It wrecked seven
ships, knocked homes off their foundations, swept away gardens, and disinterred the dead.
Carcasses of dead horses and sheep lodged in trees.
The devastation was too much to bear. After the storm, even the most tenacious
residents of Shackleford Banks decided to pack up what was left of their belongings and
move to stable ground. By 1902, Shackleford was deserted. The island was once again left
to wildlife and free-roaming livestock. At the turn of last century, Shackleford reportedly
held a vast number of wild horses. In 1933, another storm severed Shackleford from Core
Banks at Barden Inlet.
Cape Lookout somehow escaped the commercialism and population growth of the Cape
Hatteras area. At one time, developers considered building a bridge to Shackleford and
developing the island as a tourist destination; but the state began acquiring land in the
1960s, ultimately it became part of Cape Lookout National Seashore.
Congress created Cape Lookout NS in March 1966, extending from Ocracoke Inlet in
the north to Beaufort Inlet in the south, but it would be another 20 years before the
seashore was fully established. Mostly undeveloped and accessible only by boat, the
seashore comprises four barrier islands that buffer 56 mi/90 km of the central coast of
North Carolina. In 1960, an edict issued by the 1959 General Assembly of North Carolina
required stockmen to remove all livestock from Shackleford Banks.
Stockmen did remove large numbers of livestock in the early 1960s, but not all. The
remainder multiplied, and between 1978 and 1981 the livestock census on Shackleford
ranged from 81 to 108 horses, 64 to 89 cattle, 104 to 144 sheep, and 100 to 150 goats. By
that time there were no year-'round residents on Shackleford, but landowners maintained
fishing cabins and other structures for seasonal use. At one time, Shackleford roundups
were conducted by men and boys, but during the 1950s, the pennings became part of July
4th celebrations and involved most of the community.
In the 1980s, the Park service removed sheep, goats, and cattle from the islands. Local
residents petitioned that the Banker Horses be left to roam free on Shackleford. With the
sheep, goats, and cattle no longer competing with them for resources, horses multiplied
rapidly, from a relatively stable count of roughly 100 from the 1970s to 1986 to an
estimated high of more than 221 in 1994 .A management crisis had developed. The Park
Service declared that the equine population overgrazed the island and strained the
ecosystem.
Whether horse grazing is ultimately helpful or harmful to the environment depends
largely upon herd size. Overpopulation is clearly detrimental to horses and habitat alike.
By the mid-1990s many of the horses in the Shackleford herd were underweight,
particularly the mares, and researchers were seeing signs of increasing environmental
damage. It appeared that Shackleford Banks had more horses than it could comfortably
support.
The majority of Many Down-Easters—residents of the lowlands and villages of eastern
Carteret County—considered the horses an important part of part of their cultural heritage
and wanted them to remain. Many had grown up on the backs of the rugged little Bankers,

and had fond memories of participating in annual pennings. Ultimately the Park Service
decided to gather all the horses; test them for equine infectious anemia with the assistance
of the N.C. Department of Agriculture, Veterinary Division; destroy any positive reactors;
and offer the remainder for adoption. Mares returned to the island would receive annual
contraceptive vaccines to limit fertility. With the birth rate in check, the population would
never again exceed what the island can comfortably sustain. Both the horses and their
environment would be healthier.
EIA, also known as swamp fever, a disease that only affects equids, is caused by a
lentivirus—a retrovirus with a long incubation period—similar to the one that causes AIDS
in humans or feline leukemia. It is transmitted by horse flies, which can transfer blood
from infected hosts into healthy animals. Once infected with EIA, horses remain infected
for life. Some become obviously ill, others are asymptomatic carriers.
On November 12, 1996, the agency corralled all 184 horses, considerably fewer than
the original estimate of 221. Seventy-six horses tested positive for EIA. Sixteen of the 18
dominant herd stallions on Shackleford Banks (89%) tested positive. None of these horses
showed obvious signs of the disease.
State law required quarantine or euthanasia of the infected horses. Carolyn Mason, a
retired librarian committed to protecting the culture and heritage of the area, organized
local residents to form the Foundation for Shackleford Horses, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
corporation.
As the Foundation sought quarantine sites, only 8 days after the horses were tested, the
North Carolina Department of Agriculture and the Park Service killed the 76 positive
testers, as well as an uninfected foal who slipped into the quarantined herd to remain with
its dam. Their bodies were unceremoniously buried in a landfill.
The 108 horses with negative Coggins tests were released back to the island after the
Park Service freeze-branded large numerals on their rumps to make identification easier.
Several horses evaded captors in the 1996 roundup and were not tested. A second roundup
in March 1997 captured 103 horses. Five of these were positive for EIA. The foundation
was ready this time and had obtained prior approval for an isolation site. The Park Service
gave these animals to the foundation, sparing them from destruction. In 1998, three of 106
horses tested positive for EIA and were also quarantined.
In October 2002 , Bob Vogel took the reins as superintendent of Cape Lookout NS and
organized a meeting that included scientists, representatives from the foundation, and other
stakeholders to rethink the management plan. The team reached a consensus that the horse
population should never fall below 110 horses and that occasional expansions to 130
animals would allow successful genes to increase in frequency and benefit the population.
These recommendations became Public Law No. 109-117 in 2005.
Today wild horses on Shackleford Banks are jointly managed by the foundation and by
Dr. Sue Stuska, the Park Service biologist in charge of their welfare. The Park Service now
makes an apparently sincere effort to integrate public opinion and information into its
management plans. From a distance, Stuska delivers contraceptives by dart gun,
documents new foals, and evaluates the health status of each individual, but does not feed,
touch, or interact with the horses except in extraordinary circumstances. The Park Service
treats them as wildlife and grants them the space in which they can be wild horses.

Maintaining a smaller herd has benefited the horses greatly. Rubenstein wrote that
Shackleford foals had only a 48% chance of surviving the first two years. Since 2000,
about 82% of Shackleford foals survive the first 2 years. A 2009 study by Stuska et al.
indicates that the diet of the Shackleford horses is adequate to maintain relatively good
health.
Shackleford Banks is accessible to visitors by boat, and numerous establishments in
Beaufort and on Harker’s Island provide ferry service. The congressionally mandated
partnership between the Park Service and the Foundation for Shackleford Horses has been
in place since 1999. The agencies work well together, combining resources and advancing
goals more effectively than either could achieve independently. In the face of climate
change and other future challenges, this management team should act to preserve both the
island ecology and the herd, keeping the horses of Shackleford in a healthy balance with
the island that has been their home for hundreds of years.

When a lower-ranking harem stallion accidently intruded upon a dominant rival, battled
ensued.

Horses communicate largely by body language, and do not often use their voices. This
stallion is displaying a herding posture, head and neck low, to set his mares in motion,
and will not hesitate to use hooves and teeth to back up his threat if unheeded.

A four-year-old mare in excellent condition gallops across the grassy dunes of
Shackleford. An immunocontraceptive program is used to maintain the balance between a
healthy herd and a healthy environment by limiting equine reproduction.

If a stallion is unable to assemble or retain a harem, he may be unable to pass along his
genes. Some stallions who are unsuccessful at gathering a harem band choose to live
with other bachelors. Others live alone. Some successfully reproduce by mating when the
band stallion is inattentive to a mare in heat.

Wild horse detractors often blame grazing for dune damage, usually in locations that had
no naturally high dunes. The west end of Shackleford, however, has many dunes topping
30 feet in height, despite the presence of horses on the island for hundreds of years.

Freshwater pools collect during the rainy season, making it easy for the horses to find
water. During the dry season, they dig into the sand to access the freshwater lens
accessible a couple of feet below the surface.

Because barrier islands are surrounded by salt water, rainwater collects in a freshwater
lens below the sand. The horses access this drinking water by digging holes in locations
where they can smell the fresh water close to the surface. The home ranges of
Shackleford horses often overlap at favored watering sites, and bands take turns using
them.

Shackleford horses are small, generally no more than 12.2 to 13.2 hands. They are,
however, extremely strong for their size. A properly conditioned domesticated Shackleford
can easily carry a large adult for long rides over rough terrain. The Foundation for
Shackleford horses sometimes removes young horses from the island and offers them for
adoption.

The Cape Lookout Lighthouse, visible from the east end of Shackleford Banks, and
stands on Core Banks, on the other side of Barden Inlet.

Shackleford Banks offers unique opportunities to observe horses in the natural state The
island is accessible only by Park Service concessionaire ferries or private boats and has
no buildings, services, or potable water. Camping is allowed, and the Park Service offers
educational horse-watching tours guided by a wildlife biologist.

Cape Lookout National Seashore manages the Shackleford Banks herd by allowing the
horses from the rarest lineages to reproduce more frequently and limiting reproduction for
well-represented bloodlines. The park biologist keeps records of familial relationships.

In the early 1990s, the Shackleford herd had grown until it strained the ecosystem of the
island, causing many of the horses to become gaunt and unhealthy. Additionally, many of
the horses were infected with equine infectious anemia. In the late 1990s, the National
Park Service gathered the herd and tested each horse for EIA, then euthanized the
horses with the disease. Healthy horses released to the island were freeze-branded on
the left rump to make identification easier.

Chapter 6

Rachel Carson Estuarine Reserve, North Carolina
Carrot Island, Town Marsh, Bird Shoal, Horse Island, and Middle Marshes make up the
2,315-acre/938-ha Rachel Carson North Carolina National Estuarine Research Reserve,
one of 27 reserves around the country designated for research, education, and stewardship.
The four reserves in North Carolina represent the diversity of habitats in the state's
estuarine ecosystems. Of these, Rachel Carson and Currituck both reluctantly support
populations of feral horses.
Carrot Island appears on maps as early as 1777, and it was the site of a fishery in the
early 1800s. In 1782, during the Revolutionary War, a small British party landed near the
mouth of Taylors Creek, exchanged fire with locals, and then withdrew to overnight on
Carrot Island. The next morning, the British overcame the local troops in Beaufort and
briefly occupied the town (Fear, 2008). A fishery was established on Carrot Island as early
as 1806. In the 1920s, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dredged Taylors Creek and
deposited the sand on Carrot, building it higher and increasing its stability. Carrot Island,
Town Marsh, Bird Shoal, and Horse Island, acquired in 1985, total more than 3 miles in
length, but less than 1 mile in width. Middle Marsh, acquired in 1989, is roughly 2 miles
long and less than 1 mile. The Reserve was named in honor of Rachel Carson, who
conducted research at the site in the 1940s.
A Beaufort physician named Luther Fulcher, who also owned horses on Shackleford
banks, released six of his horses to graze Carrot Island and its associated salt marshes,
intertidal flats, and tidal creeks in the late 1940s; but these animals were not the first equids
on these marshes. Free-roaming horses have probably been in residence on Carrot Island
and its associated marshes since at least the 1800s.
In July, 1976, about 40 acres of the island were almost auctioned off for development.
Beaufort residents who enjoyed the wild beauty of the island and its horses took action.
After a legal battle, the Nature Conservancy, aided by concerned local residents, paid
$250,000 for Carrot Island and Bird Shoal to protect them from development. Without
periodic gathers and removals, the horses proliferated and overgrazed the marsh grasses,
unbalancing the environment. By 1986, the horse population on this small island had
reached 68.
Moreover, the Army Corps of Engineers dredged more than 150,000 tons of silt and
sand from Beaufort Channel and deposited it atop the island, forming an 18-foot-high dike
that buried important forage species and prevented the horses and other wildlife from
accessing a freshwater pond. There simply was not enough food for all of them, and the
island was beginning to resemble a sandbox, with minimal resources available.
During the winter of 1986–1987. famine, disease, and parasites killed 29 individuals
within a few months. Once concerned locals realized what was happening, they brought in
hay as supplementary feed; but the starving horses, accustomed to native grasses, were
reluctant to eat it.
Spring brought numerous foals, and by August. 1988. the herd numbered 51. The North
Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries had helped them through the 1987–1988 winter by

providing 20 bales of hay each week. A point well ensured fresh water. But clearly this
level of human assistance could not continue. If the horses were to remain as on the island,
their numbers must be in balance with their environment.
Biologists determined that Carrot Island could comfortably sustain between 15 and 25
horses, and in 1988 the state removed 33 of 52. Nine of the 33 removed tested positive for
EIA and were euthanized. Private individuals adopted the remainder.
In 1998, the Secretary of the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural
Resources permitted a representative herd of 30 horses to remain on the Rachel Carson
Reserve. Reserve personnel manage herd size with PZP, a medication that literally
vaccinates a mare against pregnancy.
Additionally, the Army Corps of Engineers currently deposits dredge spoil alongside
Carrot Island rather than on top of it.
The reserve keeps a record book that tracks each horse, noting parentage, appearance,
reproductive record, contraceptive doses, general health, social habits and, eventually,
death. The Reserve comprises several islands separated by shallows, creeks and mud flats,
which frustrate access by personnel and make immunocontraception difficult to
implement. In the 1990s, veterinarians repeatedly attempted to test each Carrot Island
horse for EIA within the same week and were unsuccessful because of the inaccessible
terrain.
Although the herd appears healthy and in a reasonable balance with its environment,
many voice concerns about the long-term health of the population. A herd large enough to
maintain genetic diversity without periodic introductions of unrelated horses is too large
for the food resources in the Rachel Carson Reserve. From the obvious physical
homogeneity of the horses present on the reserve, it would appear that genetic variability is
dwindling, and the reserve does not allow for the addition of outside individuals to broaden
the gene pool.
In April, 2011, the census of the Rachel Carson herd included 31 adult horses and 1
foal, most living in one of 7 harems. Bachelor stallions in the herd tend to wander alone
rather than to form bachelor bands.
Horses remain on Carrot Island, but relations with their caretakers are strained. The
managers of the state lands on which they graze see the horses as incompatible with the
management goals of the reserve and fear long-term ecological consequences. Most local
residents and visitors, however, want to see the herd remain on the reserve. Public opinion
has shaped policies, and the current management plan reflects an uneasy compromise. Yet
for many, it is an uplifting experience to watch them grazing across the water from the
town of Beaufort as they have for tens and maybe hundreds of years.

Healthy, well-fleshed horses and plenty of grass indicate that the Rachel Carson herd is in
a reasonable balance with its environment.

The Rachel Carson herd descends from a small group of Banker horses placed on the
island in the 1940s. There have been no additions to the population since then.
Consequently, the horses are all very similar in size, shape and coloration, indicating low
genetic variability within the herd.

Because the herd suffered a tragic die-off due to overpopulation in the 1980s, state
managers limit the herd to about 30 horses. Fertility is controlled by the use of
immunocontraceptive vaccines, and few foals are born on any given year.

Like people, individuals do not always follow behavioral norms, and any given group may
have its own customs. On the Rachel Carson refuge, bachelor stallions, especially older
ones, tend to be loners. This stallion was relaxing deep in a thicket to avoid biting insects,
while most of the other horses in the herd had congregated on a sand spit to take
advantage of ocean breezes.

A population crash in the 1980s killed off many horses in the herd, but by 1995, all horses
in the herd appeared well nourished and robust. The Rachel Carson herd spends much of
its time on Carrot Island, which lies opposite the Beaufort waterfront. One can sit on the
dock downtown and watch the horses foraging across the creek.

The State of North Carolina considers free-roaming horses a potentially damaging exotic
species and would prefer not to have them ranging on its Estuarine Reserves. The public,
however, largely favors allowing them to remain. The two sides maintain an uneasy truce.

Chapter 7

Cumberland Island, Georgia
Cumberland Island, one of the largest undeveloped barrier islands in the world, is
almost 3 miles wide at one point and nearly 18 miles long. Unlike the other American
coastal islands inhabited by free-roaming horses, Cumberland is mostly lush, dense
subtropical forest. Moss-draped limbs of live oak spider out in all directions among palms
and saw palmettos, magnolia, cedar, holly, pine, and sea myrtle. White sand beaches rim
the eastern shore, and green salt marsh fringes much of the western side. Off the
southernmost coast of Georgia, the island is a mosaic of diverse ecosystems including
primary and secondary dunes, interdune meadows, wax myrtle thickets, mowed lawns,
fresh and salt marshes, and pristine beaches, as well as one of the largest maritime forests
in the United States. More than 15 square miles are federally designated wilderness.
Popular legend holds that the wild horses of Cumberland Island descend from Spanish
Jennets imported and maintained there between 1566 and 1675, when Spain had a fort and
missions there. Some speculate that when the Spanish withdrew, they set horses free,
perhaps only animals too old, lame, or intractable to be useful elsewhere. Though this
origin is possible, there is no evidence.
English horses probably came to Cumberland Island with James Oglethorpe, founder of
the colony of Georgia, when he established two forts on the island in 1736—Fort St.
Andrew at the north end and Fort Prince William to the south. After the Revolutionary
War, General Nathanael Greene, commander of American forces in the South, acquired
extensive property on Cumberland Island, intending to harvest live oak to sell for
shipbuilding and to build a home for his family on the site where Oglethorpe had
maintained his hunting lodge, Dungeness. Unfortunately, Greene died before he could
begin to build or turn a profit.
Free-roaming horses were first documented on Cumberland Island in a 1788 letter to
Edward Rutledge from Phineas Miller, but we do not know whether any descendants of the
early lines remain. In a 1789 letter to Captain John McIntosh, a Cumberland wrangler
arranged shipment on a flat boat for 13 young horses gathered from the island, “much
better ones than the last.”
From the end of the Revolution to the Civil War, Sea Island cotton—a variety that
commanded higher prices by virtue of its unusually long fibers, was the major cash crop of
Cumberland Island. More than half of the island was cleared for farming. Other products
included timber, citrus fruit, figs, dates, olives, and pomegranates. Horses were necessary
for working the plantations and for transportation.
During the Civil War, most horses were removed from the island. Some of the
remainder were probably eaten by 900 starving soldiers and freedmen during this time.
After the Civil War, Cumberland residents used most of the island for grazing free-range
livestock.
Records indicate that semi-gentled horses were swum from Cumberland Island to be
sold on the mainland in 1866 much as the Chincoteague Ponies are penned today. This
gather and swim might have been an annual activity. Annual or not, drives probably started

in the marsh south of the Plum Orchard dock. At slack low tide, wranglers could have
pressed the horses to swim the Brick Hill River, then to the eastern shore of the shellbottomed Cumberland River, to land at a point about 300 yards south of Cabin Bluff.
Thomas Morrison Carnegie, brother and partner of steel magnate Andrew Carnegie,
bought the plantation at Dungeness in 1881 for his wife, Lucy, and their family. They built
another Dungeness mansion on the site of the original, graced by verandas, turrets, and
gables and boasting 50 rooms. Dungeness was evidently built on a prehistoric shell
midden, which undoubtedly provided the material for the 6-inch-thick walls of the tabby
structure. Like the earlier Dungeness, this great house soon became a social center for the
wealthy. Thomas and Lucy entertained guests with activities such as hunting, fishing,
golfing, and cruising aboard their yacht, also named Dungeness.
Thomas Carnegie died in 1886 at the age of 43, leaving Lucy with nine children and a
large inheritance. Lucy went on to acquire 90% of Cumberland Island, turning it into a
vast, self-sufficient family preserve staffed by about 200 employees. She set about
expanding the Dungeness complex to include more than 20 buildings and a pergola
(colonnaded walkway that supports climbing plants). A guest house east of the mansion
included a heated pool, a steam room, a recreation room, a squash court, and several
bedrooms. Other houses, docks, and structures were built all over the island. Seven of
Lucy’s nine children married, and she presented four of them with mansions on
Cumberland Island.
When Lucy died in 1916, Andrew II, Thomas II, and Margaret remained trustees of the
estate. Initially, the Carnegies maintained their affluent lifestyle, but finances grew tight in
the mid-1920s and tighter with the stock market crash of 1929. Although the Carnegies
valued the primitive nature of the island, financial difficulties forced the family to generate
income by closing Dungeness and capitalizing on Cumberland’s resources. In the 1920s,
A.A. Ainsworth of New York almost purchased Cumberland to found a major
development similar to Coral Gables, Florida, but the project never materialized.
By the 1950s, the gardens at Dungeness were no longer maintained. In 1959, Dungeness
was destroyed by a fire that could be seen for miles along the mainland coast. Several
Florida poachers were the likely culprits, but nobody was ever arrested for the crime. The
ruins of Dungeness remain a popular feature of Cumberland to this day, and wild horses
favour grazing on the grassy grounds.
Many breeds have contributed genes to the free-roaming herd. In 1896, the Carnegies
bought a white stallion from the stud farm of Czar Nicholas II. From the 1880s through the
1960s, horses including Appaloosas, Tennessee Walking Horses, Thoroughbreds, and
retired circus horses were released at various times to add desirable genes to the herd. In
1921, Oliver Ricketson, Jr., purchased a number “fine, American-bred three and four year
old mares” for a bargain price in Fort Apache, Arizone. In 1933, “marsh ponies” were sold
from the Stafford plantation, suggesting that a population of small, Spanish-type horses
was in residence at the time. In the 1950s, Lucy Ferguson and her staff castrated every wild
male foal that they could capture, then released their own fine stallions to breed with the
wild mares. In 1992, a resident added four registered Arabians to the wild herd in an
attempt to improve conformation.

In 1971 most of the Carnegie property was sold or donated to the Park Service. On
October 23, 1972, President Nixon signed legislation to establish Cumberland Island as a
40,500-acre national seashore, making it one of the largest mostly undeveloped barrier
island preserves in the world.
When well-watered, Cumberland can support a herd near the top if its historical census
without environmental compromise; but when drought prevails, as it often does, there is
fierce competition for food, and mares become emaciated even if the population is
comparatively small. Moreover, hungry horses can exert excessive pressure on plant
species and change the environmental balance.
Horses can live on barrier islands without destroying habitat, but they must be
maintained below the carrying capacity of the island. In 1995, the Park Service assembled
26 federal, state, and university specialists to discuss options for managing the herds at
both Cumberland Island and Cape Lookout NS. The experts agreed that the horses were
causing environmental damage and the herds should be reduced or removed, a sentiment
echoed by several environmentalist groups.
Dense wilderness forests with saw palmetto understory and large equine home ranges
make population control programs difficult to implement on Cumberland Island.
Immunocontraception has effectively limited equine population size on other islands, but
on Cumberland it would be difficult to find and vaccinate each mare every spring.
In April 1996, the Park Service chose to limit the herd to 120 and sought authorization
to remove a number of horses. But when, a Park Service resource management specialist
presented information at a series of public hearings indicating that horses were causing
damage, island residents and other locals with strong emotional ties to the herd fervently
opposed the removals. Many speakers questioned the motives of the Park Service, the
validity of the studies, and the biases of the researchers. They maintained that the horses
had been in residence for centuries and had not caused environmental collapse. They
pointed out that wild horses were an integral part of the history, character, and beauty of
the island and that their presence increased visitor satisfaction.
In fall of 1996, U.S. Representative Jack Kingston (GA 1) toured the island with one of
the residents and opined that the equine census had decreased and there was little evidence
of horse-related damage. Without informing the Park Service, he added a rider to the fiscal
year 1997 budget bill banning all horse management at Cumberland Island NS.
The rider expired the following year, but hampered by budget cuts and political
resistance, the Park Service has not written a new management plan. A scientifically sound
management plan based on accurate environmental assessment may come someday, but the
Park Service says that it does not have the funds for such an undertaking. Scientists are
currently studying the impact of horses on the environment in the hope that their findings
will clarify the best options for management.
Since 1991, Cumberland Island NS has been monitoring the sex, age, coat color,
habitat, body condition, and location of horses and the number of horses in each band
through an annual census. The number of horses remains relatively constant, indicating
that the horses have reached the carrying capacity of the island.
“If and when the time comes that NPS develops a management plan” said Doug
Hoffman, wildlife biologist at Cumberland Island NS, “I envision that we would draw

from other management experiences along the Atlantic Coast and likely establish a
committee including personnel from various federal and state agencies and private groups
that have been involved in the development of plans for the other feral horse herds.
Representatives from the local public would be included in the committee as well.”
The free-roaming herd at Cumberland Island has survived amid controversy, political
and public pressure, conflict between interest groups, disagreement over management
priorities, and contradictions in policy. There is every hope that in time, concerned parties
will find a compromise that will benefit both the horses and their island environment.

On Cumberland Island National Seashore, wild horses roam free through dunes,
marshes, beaches, and the picturesque ruins of opulent mansions.

A bachelor stallion wanders along the beach through air made murky by the smoke of
mainland forest fires.

A foal assumes a submissive posture and champs his jaws as if to say “Don’t hurt me, I’m
only a little baby.” The bay mare, not his mother, flattens her ears and swings her head in
annoyance, but otherwise makes no aggressive gesture towards him. The harem stallion
has climbed the steps of the ruined mansion to graze the lusher grass of an upper level.

While rain water is easily available to the horses of Cumberland Island, most preferentially
avail themselves of the artesian wells found in many of the areas where horses
congregate.

Some bachelor stallions are loners, and others affiliate with other bachelors either
continuously or episodically. Though at the age of three he is too young and
inexperienced to amass a harem, by the time he is five or six he will likely challenge the
more seasoned patriarchs or acquire mares however else he can.

Horse watching on Cumberland Island allows the visitor to witness fascinating equine
dramas. This thin bay mare had recently lost her young foal (evidenced by a full udder
and no offspring present), and was listlessly wandering the Dungeness ruins. The twoyear-old colt approached her indecisively, sometimes showing stallion-like sexual
behavior, sometimes showing juvenile submissive behavior. The angle of his ears denotes
uncertainty. The mare appeared distracted and withdrawn, interacting only if pressed, and
then for only short intervals.

While the horses toward the north end of Cumberland Island are typically bay, chestnut,
brown, or black, the horses in the southern portion are more colorful, with roans and
appaloosas commonplace.

A magnificent gray appaloosa stallion grazes by a pergola, a colonnaded walkway built by
the Carnegies on the grounds of Dungeness. Rainfall occurs in cycles of boom and bust—
during a rainy year, the grounds become verdant and lush.

Rainfall largely determines how many horses Cumberland Island can comfortably support.
In rainy years, lactating mares—the herd members with the greatest metabolic
demands—can consume enough grass to maintain their own weight while feeding a
healthy foal.

In dry years, it is difficult for lactating mares to consume enough calories to support both
themselves and their offspring. In this photo, the foal is approaching her dam uncertainly,
wanting to nurse but accustomed to being rebuffed. The gaunt mare grazes with an air of
desperation, cropping at a stubble of marsh grass that without grazing pressures could
have grown dense and tall. In dry years, the relationship between free-roaming horses
and their habitat becomes strained.

Horses also feed on Spanish Moss, a rootless plant that grows in the arms of the
sprawing live oaks.

A wild mare will often nurse her foal until the next one arrives. This two-year-old colt (right)
has been displaced by a younger sibling, and he no longer is sure how to relate to the
adults in the herd. His mother allows him to stay close, but no longer dotes on him. His
father, once indulgent of his youthful antics, has become impatient and even aggressive
with him. These social pressures, combined with the colt’s rising testosterone levels, will
eventually cause him to leave his natal band and eventually seek his own mates.

Much of Cumberland Island is dense maritime forest. There are few trails, and the limbs of
live oaks and the saw palmetto understory block passage. Consequently, it is difficult to
count, monitor, and assess individual horses in the herd. For this reason, an
immunocontraceptive birth control program would be difficult to implement.

Because Cumberland Island horses are balanced with the carrying capacity of their
environment, the herd neither grows nor shrinks significantly over the long term. However,
maintaining at carrying capacity, where the effects of overgrazing are evident, is not
healthy for either the herd or the environment. In order for numbers to remain stable, the
death rate must match the birth rate, and many of the deaths are young foals. This foal is
significantly less likely to reach his first birthday than his counterparts in other barrier
island herds whose size is managed.

A stallion trots off to confront a rival who has wandered too close to his mares. Stallions
do not defend a territory, but rather maintain a sphere of tolerance. If a rival comes close
or attempts to interact with his mares, a battle is likely to occur.

A black yearling colt mounts the dunes to nibble the heads of swaying sea oats. Though
he is still nursing from his dam and living the life of a foal, within 4 or 5 years he will
probably have his own mares and foals on the way. He represents the future of the
Cumberland Island herd.
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